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• As the Space Station nears reality in funding support from 1
I
Congress, NASA plans to perforl over a hundred different i
missions in the coming decade. Incrementally deployed, the
Space Station will evolve into modules linked to an integral
structure. _ach module will have charact*ristlc functions,
_ such as logistics, habitation, and materials processing.
Because the Space Station is to be "user friendly" for
experimenters, NASA is anticipating that a variety of
different chemicals will be taken on-board. Accidental
release of these potentially toxic _hemica!s and their
chemical compatibility is the focus'of this discourse.
The Microgravity Manufacturing Processing Facility (MMPF)
will contain the various facilities within the US Laboratory ,"
i
(USL). Each "facility" will have a characteristic purpose,
such as alloy solidification or vapor crystal growth. By i
examining the proposed experiments for each facility,
identifying the chemical constituents, their physical state
and/or changes, byproducts and effluents, I will be able to
identify those payloads which may contain folio, explosive,
or reactive compounds that require processing or containment
in mission peculiar waste management systems. Synergistic





LEach experiment will hav_ its own data file complst© with
schematic, chemical lasting, physical data, etc. Chemical
compatibility information from various databases will :'
provide assistance in the analysis of alternate disposal i'
techniques (pretreatment, separate storage, etc.). Along 1
with data from the Risk Analysis off the Proposed USL Waste
Management System, accidental release of potentially toxic
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; TABLE 7. FLUIOS/WASTE$ OF ASF
MASS PER RUN VOLUM_ PER RUNI "
MATERIAL (kg) (liters) . COMMENT
- " Air 0.BH 700.0 Usedto refl thefurnacecar_sters
_er ouchmn
CloaningFluid 6.00 S.00 Usedto closefurnaces
C)hltilbdWaler I.O0 I1.00 UsedforgeneraJfacilitycleanup
GaseousHoklrn 0.00071 4.00 aosslblocoolantfor rapid sa,mple
quonr.h
Gloves 0.00002 0.00o92 Twop,;r perrun
;
InertGas 0.875 700.0 Used20figfurnacecanistersduring
: eachrun. MayM_:ludeeitherAr. N 2' ,
orHe
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I!PIATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 0HS23590
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVZCIESp INC. EMERGENCY CONTACT:
450 3EVENTH AVENUE s SUITE .'407 JOHN S. BRANSFORD, JR. (615)_9"--11¢1 ,)
NEW YORK_ NEW YORK 10123 .






TOLUOL: PHENYL METHANE: METHYL 9ENZENE: METHYL_ENZOL:.
METHYLBENZENE: PHENYLMETHANE: METHACIDE: U220: STCC 4909305: UN
1294: T-290: T-2S9: T-330: T-_24: T-324-5: T-324-SK: T-_:
T-32_-S: BENZENE_ METHYl-: ANTISALIA: GHS23590
CHEMICAL FAMILY:
HYDROCARBON, AROMATIC
MOLECULAR FORMULA: C7-H8 MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 92.0
CERCLA RATINGS (SCALE 0-_): HEALTH=3 FIRE=_ REACTIViTY-O PERSISTENCE-£
NFF'A RATINGS (SCALE 0-4): HEALTH=2 FIRE=3 REACTIVITY-O
COMF'ONENTS AND CONTAMINANTS
CCMPC_ENT: TOLUENE PERCENT: >_9
EXF'CSU_E L!_:T:
T.;LUE_E:
200 F;_ :_A T_; 300 FF'M OSHA ACCEF'TA_LE CEILING C_NCENT;:ATZCN
_ ,,HX.,,UM PEAK ABCVE -_= _CCE_'T:_LE50,:) FFM F:R ') MINUTES CSNA ACCEF'TA_LE "'" _'" ' -
CE_L!N_ CONCENTRATION FOR AN S NOUR SNiFT
$00 PPM AC_IH T_A; _50 PPM ACSIH STEL
!O0 F'FM _iCSH RECOMMENDED T_A; 200 FFM NiOSH _ECOMMEN_ED 1,) M_U_= CE:L_;_
• _I5_'_ PPM ROHM AND HAAS RECOMMENDE_ T_; 75 F'PM _OHM AND HA_S RECOMMENE,E_ -mE"
I000 FCUNDS CERCLA _EC_iON !0_ F:EF'ORT_LE OUANTITY
='_,'f__,_AL DATA
;ESCRiFTiO.N: CLEAR, COLCRLES_ LIGUID WITH AN AROMATIC ODOR.
BOILING POINT: 2T,I F (1!I C) MELTING POINT: -139' F : _._C"
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 0.866 E',..'AF'ORAT:ON RATE: {:-',UTYL _.CETATEll)
2.--.4
SOLUE, iLIT'r "N _iATER: 0.05% 'JAPOR DENSITY: ._.2
Vr-F'_' .-.FESSURE: --'*_ MMHS @ 20 C ODOR-THRESHOLD: 0,.7.-5 F'F'M
25-27
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OTHER SOLVENTS (SOLVENT - SOLUBILITY) :
ACETONE, BENZENE, ALCOHOL, CHLOROFORM, ETHER, GLACIAL
ACETIC ACIDj CARBON DISULFIDE, DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE, LIGROIN, OTHER HYDROCARBONS
FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA
FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD
DANGEROUS FIRE HAZARD WHEN EXPOSED TO HEAT OR FLAME.
VAPORS ARE HEAVIER THAN AIR AND MAY TRAVEL A CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE TO A SOURCE
OF IGNITION AND FLASH BACK.
c VAPOR-AIR MIXTURES ARE EXF'LOSIVE ABOVE FLASH POINT.
DUE TO LOW ELECTROCONDUCTIVITY OF THE SUBSTANCE, FLOW OR ACiTATION MAY.
GENERATE ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES RESULTING IN SPARKS WITH POSSIBLE IGNITION.
FLASH POINT: 40 F (4 C) (CO) UPPER EXPLOSION LIMIT: 7.1%
LOWER EXPLOSION LIMIT: 1.2% AUTOIGNITION TEMP.: 896 F (480 C)
._
FLAMMI_ILITY CLASS (OSHA): IB
FIREFIGHTING MEDI_:
DRY CHEMICAL, CAR_ON DIOXIDE, HALON, WATER SPRAY GR STANDARD FOAM
(1=$7 EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUiDE_OOK, DOT P 5e00.4).
FCR LAA_ER FIREB, USE" _ATER _F_Y, FOG OR STANDARD FGAII
(:9S7 E_ERGENCY RESPONSE GU:DE_OOK, DOT P 5@00.4).
FZR--FI 2HYINg:
_CVE CC_4T-_Z_,--RFROM F'RE AREA IF FCSS'__LE. C%OL FIR-----XPCSED CONTA!N--RS WITH
_-'TER F=:CM ._'_--"NT'L WELL AFTER FIR =. "S CUT. STAY AWAY FROM STCRA@- TAN-'.
E_DS. FCR M_-SS_'VE FiRE _N STORA@E AREA, LSE UN_AN.':ED HCSE HCL-,ER OR :-:$'JITCR
NOZZLES, ELSE WiTH_RAW FRCM AREA Ar,J,_LET FIRE _--_F.N.WiTH._RAW IMMEDIATELY IN
CA_E wr R:S!N3 _OL'ND FROM VENTING SAFETY _EVZ2E CR ANY _ISCOLC._ATZ_N OF
STORAGE TANK DUE TO FIRE (1_=.7 EMERGENCY RESPONSE _Ui._EBOCK, DOT F' 5._(,0.-,
GU:;E FAGE 27).
EXTINGUISH C,_JLY IF FLOW CAN -_E ST_F'F'E,_; L:._E _ATER iN FLOCDIN_ _UANTIT-"ES AS
FO_, SOLI'3 STAEAMS MAY SF'._EAD FIF_. COOL CONTA'hERS WiTH FLOODING AMCUN,= ,.r
_ATER, APPLY FROM AS FAR A DI--3TANCE A-: F'CSSI_LE. AVOID _REATHIN_ T,_X:C '.-FC_-:,
k'EE,=' UFw i ;J'_.
"_TE,_ ";:_'? -=E INEFr=_._VE _NFFA" ;':F_c F,=C:TE:TICN ":V'-E.w 0N H;:ARD:DI._.-" M._-E=:'3 '-_.-_.
E :_--HTHEDITI:N),
TRANSPOF.T a.T:ON
DEPARTMENT CF TRANSPC;'TAT:ON NAZF-.=',DCL;_SIFICATION 4_.CFRIT2.101:
FLAMMA.=LE L :OU I.",
DEPARTMENT CF T_ANSF'CF_TATION LABELING PE_UIF,EMENTS 47-,CFR172.101 AN,_ 172.402:
FLAMMABLE L 1,3UID
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_00 PF'M EYE-HUMAN IRRITATION; 500 M5 SKIN-RABBIT MODERATE IRRITATION; 4_5 MG
SKZN-R_BBIT MILD IRRITATION; 2 MS/24 HOURS EYE-RABBIT SEVERE IRRITATION;
, S70 UG EYE-RABDIT MILD IRRITATION; 100 MG/_O SECONDS RINSED EYE-RA_DIT MILD
IRRITATION; 200 PPM INHALATION-HUMAN TCLO; 100 PF'M INHALATION-bAN TCLO;
50 MS/KS ORAL-HUMAN LDLO; 5000 MS/KS ORAL-RAT LDSO; 4000 PPM/4 HOURS
INHALATION-RAT LCLO; 12,124"MG/P_3 SKIN-RABBIT LDSO; I600 PPM
INHaLATION-GUINEA PIG LCLO; 80c) MS/KS INTRAPERITONEAL-RAT LDLO; 1960 M3/KG
INTRAVENOUS-R_T LDSO; 5_20 ."PM/8 HOURS INHALATION-MOUSE LCSO; 1126 MS/KS
INTRAPERITONEAL-MOUSE LDSO; 2000 MS/KS UNREPORTED-MOUSE LDSO; 6900 MS/KS
UNREPORTED-RAT LDSO; MUTAGENIC DATA (RTECS); REPRODUCTIVE EFFECTS DATA
(RTECS).
CARCINOGEN STATUS: NONE.
TOLUENE IS A SKIN, EYE, AND MUCOUS MEMBRANE IRRITANT, CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
DEPRESSANT, AND NEUROTOXIN. POISONING MAY AFFECT THE HEART, LIVER, KIDNEYS,
AND _LOOD. STIMULENTS SUCH AS EPINEPHRINE OR EPHEDRINE MAY INDUCE VENTRICULAR
FIBRILLATION. TOLUENE INHIBITS MITOCHONDR!AL OXIDATIVE PHOSPHCRYLAT!ON.
CC_'JSUMF'TIGN OF _LCOHOL!C BEVERAGES MAY ENHANCE THE TOXIC =rr:u:S.
¢_E,,_O-._I _ .,--IES INVOLVING PETROLEUM r.R=_ZNERY W_k:ERS !NDiC_TE
F_R_ONS WITH RC_T'NE EXPC?URE TO PETROLEUM CR CNE O_ iTS CCr_STiTUE_TS _AY
BE AT AN !_C_EASED RiSK TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF BEN'_N NEC_'LASMS, Di_ESTIVE
SYSTEM CA_'_C_RS_ APeD S)<_N CANCER, PARTICULARLY ,I¢L_Nu,,A.




2C:0,'_ F F'H i;_;_EDi_TELY _NGERCUS TO LiFE ,?,R h'E_LT_.
_CL;TE EXPOSURe- T_" LEVEL REgUi_ED TO :-"RODUCE ,_.'ARCOSiS C,:N EXIST _,THOUT
ASSOCIATED RESFI,_ATGRY TRACT IRRiTAT'.ON. ODOR DETF_.CTi_N IS INSUFFICZE_'JT
FOR _JARNiN_ Dt;E TO OLFACTORY FATIt_L'E. -0._-_0,.', FPM F_R UF" TO S HOUR_ C.A;_SED
M'LD U_-R RE-CF:_:AT_RY TRACT iRR:TAT:CN. -.:--'_;_= uEA_..NESS C,';NF_SION
" T_.E SKIN, EUm_C_.I:_, D_'-'Z!;,,E-S,AN_ D"L;_TED F'UF'iLS. ._Or;F'PM CAUSED FA_D
I_RITAT!C.N_ NA-_AL M_JC3L'S SECRETICN_ METALLIC TAST_'_ DROWSINESS, _ND
IMFAIRED E'ALAhCE. _FTEREFFECT_ INCLUDING H_RVOUSNESS, MUSCULAR FATISU_.
_- m,,ll-1¢.,_AND INSOMNIA LASTED FOR BE\;ERAL DAY_. A WORKER FOUND UNCONSCIOUS .... ._'
_XFOSUF:E TO HIgH vAPOR CONCF.NTRAT'.'OHS FOR i,_ hC'JRS DEVELOPED HEF'_T_C "-r'_D
F.ENAL DAMA,._-" "_ITH MYOGLOPINURiA. _ECOVERY W_S COMPLETE WITHIN _ MONTHS.
HEMATOLOGIC EF_'_CTS OCCUR RARELY WITH =.XPOSI.JRETO HIGH CONCENTRATIONS.
RErjOVERY USUALLY FOLLOWS REMOVAL FROM EXPOSURE. EXTREME INHALATION MAY
CAUSE DE_TH _'f FA_'ALYSIS OF 'THE RESPIRATORY CENTER.
".H.='ONICEXY'_SURE - REPEAT_JD OR PF'OLONGED EXPOSURE MAY CAUSES MUCOUS MEM_RA_JE
IRRITATION, VOMITING, INSOMNIA, NOSEBLEEDS, CHEST PAIN, EUF'HORIA,
_.EADAC_E, 'JERTI_O, NAUSEA_, ANOREXIA, BAD TASTE, MOMENTARY LOSS OF MEMORY,
_LPITATIONS, EXTR_.ME WEAKNESS, LOSS OF COORDINATION AND IMPAIRMENT OF
2,-2, OR'G'NAL PA_E |_
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lw
" REACTION TIME, TINNITUS, ALCOHOL INTOLERANCE, _'ETECHIAE AND ABNORMAL :.
BLEEDING. LEUKOPF..NIA WITH BONE MARR(_ HYPOPI.ASIA HAS BEEN REPORTED
OCCASIONALY, BUT MAY BE DUE TO BENZENE C_NTAMINATION. EXAMINATION OF
WORKERS EXPOSED TO IOO-11OO PPM REVEALED HEPATUMEGALY, MILD MACROCYTOSIS,
MODERATE ERYTHROPENIA, AND ABSOLUTE LYMPHOCYTOSIS, BUT NO LEUKOPENIA.
OTHER WORKERS EXPOSED TO TOLUENE FLRtES DEVELOPED LEUK_PENIA AND 4
ESPECIALLY NEUTROPB'IA. WITHIN 6 MONTHS, THEY SHOWED INCREASED COAGULAT;ON
TIME AND DECREASED PROTHROMBIN LEVEL. PERIODONTAL EFFECTS WERE ALSO NOTED.
CARDIAC SENSITIZATION MAY OCCUR AND MAY RESULT IN CARDIAC ARREST DUE TO
VENTRICULAR FIBRILLATION. REPEATED INHALATION OF TOLUENE TO THE POINT OF
ELIF_ORIA HAS CAUSED IRREVERSIBLE ENCEPHALOPATHY WITH CEREBELLAR ATAXIA-
, RHYTHMIC LIMB MOVEMENTS, UNSTEADINESS, BIIZARE BEHAVIORt EMOTIONAL
_. LABILITY AND OPTIC ATROPHY, AND DIFFUSE CEREBRAL ATROPHY. OTHER
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC EFFECTS MAY INCLUDE LETHARGY, HALLUCINATZONSm COMAs
DIZZINESS, SYNCOPE, PARESTHESIAS_ AND PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY. INTENTIONAL
SNIFFING CAN PRODUCE RENAL TUBULAR DEFECTS WITH METABOLIC ACIDOSIS,
ELECTROLYTE ABNORMALITIES AND POTASSIUM LOSS. SEVERE MUSCLE WEAKNESS
LEADING TO LIMB PARALYSIS AND CARDIAC ARRHYTHMIAS MAY RESULT FROM
THE HYPOKALEMIA; HOWEVER, SENSORY FUNCTION AND TENDON REFLEXES ARE NOT
IMPAIRED. GASTROINTESTINAL EFFECTS MAY INCLUDE ABDOMINAL PAIN, NAUSEA,
VOMITING, AND HEMATEMESIE. CHROMOSOME CHANGES WERE OBSERVED IN SOME
WORKERS UP TO TWO YEARS AFTER CESSATION OF EXPOSURE TO TOLUENE. WOMEN
_ _ OCCUPATIONALLY EXF'OSED TO TOLUENE AND OTHER VARNISH SOLVENT_ HAVE REPORTED
MENSTRUAL DISORDERS, UNDERWEIGHT OFFSPRING WHO OID NOT NURSE WELL, AND
FETAL ASPHYXIA. DYSMENORRHEA HAS BEEN REF'ORT_D IN WOMEN OCCUPATIONALLY
EXPOSED TO TOLUENE LEVELS OF 60-ZOO F'F'M.EFFECTS ON THE FETUS AND FETAL
DEVELOPMENTAL A_NORMALITiES HAVE _EEN REPORTED IN OFFSPRING OF FE;_ALE RATS
AND MICE FOLLOI_ING REPEATED EXPOSURE DURING GESTATION.
F_RST AID- RE;dOVE F;OM EXPOSURE AREA TO FRESH AIR IMmEdIATELY. IF BREAT_!_'JS
_AS STOF'PED_ F'ERF_RM ARTIFICIAL RESF'IRATI:N. KEEP PEF'SCN _ARM A_: AT F=S-
GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IMMEDIATELY.
S._: N CCNTACT :
TOLUENE:
:RRTTANT.
_CUTE EXPOSURE- CC'gTACT WiTH T_E L!0U!._ M_'? CAUEE iRRITAT!CN._ SC-'LI:,JS,
CRaCk:INS AND 'SE_,"_ATITIS, S_.::N A.=SCF.PTION DCES 0CCUR_ ._UT iT IS _E..%E;:-LLY
TOO SLOW TO P=•-.,_UCE SIGNS OF ACUTE SY_-E;'IIC TOXICITY. F'AF_'E._ThES:_'S .._F "7'i--_._.
SKiN MAY OCCUR FF_CMVAPOR EXPOSU_ '¢
CHRONIC EXPOSL;RE- REF'EATED OR F'ROL,._NGED CC,NT_CT WITH THE LIC, Ui; MA',' C;.L;SE
DEFATTI,_G OF THE SKIN., RESULT_N_ IN A DRY, FiSSIJ_E,3 DE.'--:M_.TITiS. TEN TO
TWENTY AF'F'LiCAT:,O,_;S TO F:P.=:DIT SKIN F'R_DL_CED SLIGHT TO MGDER_TE :F.FiTAT_CN
_ND SLi_HT D'ECF:_SIS.
AN EFIDE_InLOF::C=L.. 3T-_Dv QF ;ETF:0LEUM ::E-_NERY-,-. ;JP_,_'P.ERS_3 _E;,_ETE:,
ELEVAT-'GN_ iN STA_'J;_FD MC:RT_LiT'? RAT_=_ F,_R _I(IN C_HCEF ALSNG W'-'T_A
_CSE-RE_PO,'SE FELAT:r_N.eHIP _.ICH I_'JDICATES _N ASSCCZAT_ON ._ETWEEN ,_CUTINE
_ORKF'LQCE EXFCSURE TO PETROLEUM OR ONE _F I" ; CONSTITUENTS AND S_.'.iN
CANCE._, PAF'TICULARLY MELANOMA.
FIRST AID- REMCVE CONTAMI_'ATED CLOTHING AN_ ._HOES ;._,MEDIATEL¢. ',,_AS;_,_,','-:,._.._
" AREA WITH SOAP OR MILD DETERGEHT AND LAF:_E AMOUNTS OF _ATER UNTIL NO
EVIDENCE OF CHEMICAL REMAINS (APPROXIMATELY I._-20 ,'IINUTES). GET MEDICAL
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ACUTE EXPOSURE- CONTACT WITH THE LIGUID MAY C_S __ CORNEAL BURNS IF NOT
PROMPTLY REMOVED. VAPORS MAY CAUSE NOTIC_:L_LE IP_ITATION AND LACRIMATION AT j
300-800 PPMs AND EXT;_I_MELY HISH CONCENTRATIONS MAY CAUSE BLURRIN@ OF --
VISION. CORNEAL LESIONS, VERY FINE VACDULES, HAVE BEEN REPORTED IN WORKERS
EXPOSED TO A SOLVENT MIXTURE CONTAINING TOLUENE, THE LESIONS SUDSIDED .,,
FOLLOWING SEVERAL DAYS OF NON-EXPOSURE. SIMILAR LESIONS HAVE BEEN PRODUCED
IN CATS FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO TOLUENE.
CHRONIC EXPOSURE- REPEATED OR PROLONGED CONTACT MAY CAUSE CONJUNCTIVITIS.
RARELY, SYSTEMIC OCULAR DISTURBANCES, SUCH AS "REDDENING OF THE VISION",
HAVE OCCURRED.
FIRST AID- WASH EYES IMMEDIATELY WITH LARGE AMOUNTS OF WATERp OCCASIONALLY
LIFTIN@ UPPER AND LONER LIDS, UNTIL NO EVIDENCE OF CHEMICAL REMAINS




ACUTE EXPOSURE- MAY CAUSE NAUSEA, VOMITING, COLIC, DIARRHEA, 9URNIN@
SENSATION IN THE EPIGASTRIUM, HEADACHE, TINNITUS: DIZZINESS, W.'-AKNESS,
EUPHORIA, DROWSINESS AND INCOORDINATION; IF LARGE AMOUNTS ARE INGESTED,
SYMPTOMS MAY PROGRESS TO INCLUDE SHALLOW, RAPID RESPIRATION, TREMOR-,
VENTRICULAR IRREGULARITIES WITH FIDRILLATION, CONVULSIONS, STUPOR AND
UNCONSCIOUSNESS. METABOLIC ACIDOSIS AND LIVER AND KIDNEY DAMAGE MAY OCCUR.
APPROXIMATELY 15-_.0 MILLILITERS. IS THE HUMAN LETHAL DOSE. ASPIRATION OF
THE LIC.UID INTO THE LUNGS MAY CAUSE COUGHING, GAGGING, ACUTE HEr_ORAH_GZC
Pt'._'.'J;'IONITISAND RAPIDLY PULMONARY EDEMA.
CHRONIC E×F'CSURE- NO .EFFECTS '_E_E REPORTED IN RATS FE-'3='UP TO 5-T")MC-/P'_/OAY
FC_ _93 DAYS. -'rr_..._ ON T._E FETUS AN_ FETAL D=UELOPMENT_L _.=.NCR_':C,LITI.ES
h_.V, _E.-N ......',= -'C_',,:J FOLL:_!NG _R`E'EATE_r p_MINISTRATZON T_ P_-_N._>JT _-"CE.
FiKST LiD- `EXTREi',E CARE MUST .=,E USED TO F'REV`ENT ASF'iRATICN. USE GA_.T=_'IC L_v_.-E
_."TH ACTIVAT.E3 C._ARCOA'L _.N3 P CUFFED ENDOTRACHEAL TUBE wiT_N _.5 M'NL_TE S. :3 I
T_E A_SENC`E OF C`E.=',=:-'SSICN C,R C_NVUL=._S C,R IMF'_IF, ED ,'_-4G F,EFLEX , ".-"E':'_C
E,:E-'S"= CAN :-E ;ONE. _J_EN V_MiT'N_ B`E3"NS, KEEP HE_D .=EL:_ -"E_r" _',=S, T,3
.-_EV-'NT _=_F':.::,c _.,';. ,--E,_' V=M:T'NG ---,3"_., ...... _ "¢ _ - ,T'- ;.r_ ,_ .._ r _"J- .',0-_0 M'L_ :_ ;-E, ='. C,-- _"LEE-';
P_CS-_O-_09A DZ-UT`E3 ._:4 IN _TE.R. MA_NTA."N _R"_;_Y, _,LOC'D r,-=.E_=_.'.RE,.A'_D
.
F,.E;".._ATZCN...P (.3RE!S.=_.CH_ _AN'3_E:K C,-" F'CZS_NZ,"_ I_.TH E3 ) "=E- :"E._ C; I
ATTENTiC;_. TREATMENT MUST -E _;M_,N_F.TERED _.Y gU_L'.'Fi=D- ME,_'C_L ;E;'SC:-'.--.-_
?-;JTZDOTE :
,'_O SF'ECiF._C A;"TI'_OTE. T;`EAT =.'fMFTr_.;_AT:C'_LLY :,_D SUF',=CRT'VEL','.
,_E;C" Z'._: :" SECT ":N
REACT i:JIT'/:
_T_BLE UNDER NO_.MAL TEMFEF:ATUF.E5 AND FRES¢..URES.
o.
ZP'C_3_¢FAT iB iL I T i .EB:
TOLUENE:
ALLYL CHLORIDE 4" DICHL0_'OET}-WYL -_LLJM'!'JUM ,._R ET_YL.-%LL;MINUM _;E-ECIU!CHLORI3E:
POSSIDLE EXPLOSION.
.=,;'QMZNE TRiFLU_RI:;E :'50L:;%: VIOLENT REACTION.
D!,_ITRO_EN T.ETRAFLUOF,='.'.E: ;0RMS EXPLOSIVE MIXT'JF'E.
:J:-._:-_C_C_D: IP_TENSE REACTi:N.
;',IT;'iCACiD _. MIXED ACIDS- F_SSIBLE RUh'AW_V ,.'._.EXPL:SIVE REACTION.




NITRIC ACID + SULFURIC ACIOs EXPLOSIVE REACTION.
NITROGEN TETROXIDE: EXPLOSIVE RfACTION.
OXIDIZERS (STROI_)I FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD.
PLASTICS, RItB_ER, AND COATINGSI MAY BE ATTACKED.
SILVER PERCHLORATE: FORMATION OF SMOCK SENSITIVE COMPLEX. 4
SULFURIC ACID: EXOTHERMIC REACTION.
TETRANITROMETHANE: EXTREJ_ELY VIOLENT EXPLOSIVE REACTION.
URANIUM HEXAFLUORIDE: VISOROUS REACTION WITH THE SEPARATION OF CARBON.
' DECOMPOSITION:
_ THERMAL DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS MAY INCLUDE TOXIC OXIDES OF CARBON,
POLYMERIZATION:
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION HAS NOT _[EN REPORTED TO OCCUR UNDER NORMAL
TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES.
STORAGE-DISPOSAL
OBSERVE ALL FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL REGULATIONS WHEN STORIN_ OR DISF'O_
oF THIS SUBSTANCE.
**STORAGES*
5TGRE IN ACCORDANCE W_TH 29 CFR 1910.!06.
FROTECT P3AINST..PHYSICAL DAMAGE. OUTSI_E OR _ETACHED STORA3E ;S FEEFER_3LE.
I_SI;E STORAGE SHOULD BE iN A STANDARD FLAMMA3LE LIQUIDS STORAGE R_OM CR
CA31NET. SET A_ATE FROM OXIDIZIK3 MATERIALS {NFF'A 49j HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS
_ATAj I_75).
B3_,J_Zyg3A_ _ROUNDIN3: SUBSTANCES _ITH LC_ ELECTROC_DUCT_V_TY, _ICH
MAY _E _NITED _Y ELECTROSTATIC SF_KS, SHOULD _E STORED iN CONTaINErS
_ICH _EET T_E D_NDiN_ AND _ROUN_IN_ _U:;ELINES SFECiFIED IN NFFA 77-_:,
_EC_MMENDED FRACTICE ON STATIC ELECT_iCiTY.
STCRE _WA'f _OM INCOMPATIBLE SUBSTANCES.
:_.,r,JT.,iT;_,"JS-_ AVOID
MAY _E 13NITE.3 3Y HEAT, S_-ARK3 _ 7L.:.M.='S.VAPORS MAY T_.AVEL T3 A --._L_'CE_F
I_NITI.3N AND FLASH BACK. CON-TAINER ;n_'fEX_'LODE IN HEAT C.F .--i.=E.';_F'OR
E×PLCSION _AZAF:D INDOORS, OUTDOOr:5 C.':-li::SEWERS. _UNOFF TO SEWER MAY CF:E.':,T--_
"_" FiRE OR EXF'LOSION HAZARD.
S_!LL3 _ND LEAKS
SOIL-R_LE_3E:
D;3 _OLD:NG A_EA SUCH AS LAGOON, FOND O& F'IT FOR CONTAINMENT.
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DIKE FLOW OF SPILLED MATERIAL USING SOIL OR SANDBAGS OR F_M_D BARRIERS SUCH
AS POLYURETHANE OR C0_CRETE.
USE CEMENT POWDER OR FLY ASH TO ABSORB LIQUID MASS.
IMMOBILIZE SPILL WITH UNIVERSAL GELLING AGENT.
REDUCE VAPOR AND FIRE HAZARD WITH FLUOROCARBON WATER FOAM.
AIR-RELEASE:
KNOCK DOWN VAPORS WITH WATER SPRAY. KEEP JPWIND.
WATER-SPILL:
LIMIT SPILL MOTION AND DISPERSION WITH NATURAL BARRIERS OR OIL SPILL CONTROL
BOOMS.
APPLY DETERGENTSm SOAPS, ALCOHOLS OR ANOTHER SURFACE ACTIVE AGENT TO THICKEN
SPILLED MATERIAL.
APPLY UNIVERSAL GELLING AGENT TO IMMOBILIZE TRAPPED SPILL AND INCREASE
EFFICIENCY OF REMOVAL.
iF D_SSOLV,D, APPLY ACTIVATED CAR_ON AT TEN TIMES THE SF'ILLED AMOUNT IN THE
REGION OF Ic) FFM OR GREATER CONCENTRATION.
US_ SUCTION HOSES TO REMOVE TRAP FED SPILL MAT,RIAL.
USE MECHANICAL D_ED_S 0_ L_FTS TO EXTRACT IMMO_IL!ZED .5S_" -- FCL' L_T_N A_D
_CCUPATIO_'L-S_LL:
5_IJT OF_ I_NITZON SOU_:C,S. ST_P L_AK IF YOU CAN WO iT WITHOUT R_S):_. USE _4TER
_;_Y TO r,Z'_'¢__,_u. VAPORS. run'--S_ALL ==TLLS, T_K_ UP _ITH SAND. _ GT_E_ _SC_,_'_T
.&-,._, RIAL AND PLACE INTO CONT_N,RS FOR LATER DIS;'OSAL. FOR LA_S,R ....:;_' _S. D::'E
F_R A_,AD C_ _;iLL FOR LAT,_ D:SFCS_L NO S_IC_.,I'_.• N_. ;LAZES 0_ _LA_,5 IN _ZA=.D
_ _ _1_
"_... F_:,,F' UN_:,C_SSAKY FZ_LE A_AY; ISOLATE _ZARD AR,A AND _=--_'ICT E_T_Y. (
PROTECTIVE ,GUIPMENT _=C-ICI'4_,.
V=NTILAT!CN:
F':_VIDE L_C_L .:.XHA;_ST_R SENERAL D,UUT;_N v--N-:LATI_N TO MEET ,-"___L'-"!-_-m
,X_.'_S;J_:EL-'.*.i-_ 'JKNT" "''ON ,_UiFM=_NT MUST ._-"-:(.LOe.:C,_-F'ROOF.
9--"I;:_ATC_:..r
-',_---FDLLSi4'NG. _'-_'!_ATOFS=_rAND MAXIMUM USE C_'NCKNT_ATIONS _r'-.ER-_-COi'IMENDAT:_NS
_.Y THE U.S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN ,ER'J!CES, NiOSH FOC}'ET m;JI"E "
C_EMICAL _AZAF;'.'.SOR N_OSH CRITERIA DOCUMENTS; OR DEPARTMENT OF L;BCR.,.
2_;CFRI-.-10 S:J_Fr-_,'T ,_.
THE -_F,SCIFIC .''='IS:AT:SR.r S_LECTED MUST DE ='5''.-_= ON CDHTAMINAT'SN : ":ELS --bND
iPJ TH;E WC_K PLACE AND BE JOINTLY APF;:OVED 3"r T'i'-=.NATICHAL ZNSTtT;STE OF
CCCL_PATIONAL _AF_TY AND HEALTH AND T_E MINE 3AFET'¢ AND HEALTH ADM:NISTFATI3N.
TOLUENE :
!:_c,._, F;M- &N'-" :;HKM_CAL CARTF,'DGE RESPIRATOR wITH ORGANIC VAPOR CAFTRI'.---(_)_,= .
:..."_'..'SUPPLIED-AiR Rc-SPIRATOR.
,:.Nv_0WE_ED AIR-_UR_PYiNG RESPIRATOR _iTH 0_GANIC VAPOR
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CARTRIDGE(S). t.
ANY SELF-CONTA_NED BREATHINQ APPARATUS. i'
_000 PFM- ANY SUPPLIED-AIR RESPIRATOR OPERATED IN A CONTINUOUS FLOW MODE.
ANY SELF-CONTAINED _REATHINS APPARATUS WITH A FULL FACF..PIECF.
ANY SUPPLIED-AIR RESPIRATOR WITH A FULL F_CEPIECE.
ANY AIR-PURIFYIN$ FULL FACEPIECE RESPIRATOR (GAS MAGK) WITh A
CHIN-STYLE OR FRONT OR BACK-MOUNTED ORG/:INIC VAPDR CANISTER.
ESCAPE- ANY AIR_PLIRIFYIN$ FULL FACEPIECE RESPIRATSR (_AS MASK) WITH A
CHIN-STYLE OR FRONT OR BACK-M,_TED ORGANIC VAPOR CANISTER.
ANY APPROPRIATE ESCAPE-TYPE SELF-CONTAINED BREATHIN_ APPARATUS.
FOR FIREFIGHTING AND OTHER IMMEDIATELY DANGEROUS TO LIFE OR HEALTH CONDITIONS:
SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATU_ WITH FULL FACEPIECE OPERATEO IN PRESSURE
DEMAND OR OTHER POSITIVE PRESSURE MODE.
SUFPLIED-AIR RESPIRATOR WITH FULL FACEPIECF AND OPERATED IN PRESSURE-DEMAND
OR OTHER POSITIVE PRESSURE MODE "N _O_i_r_ON WITH AN AUXILIARY
SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS OPERATED IN PRESSURE-DEMAND OR OTHER
POSITIVE PRESSURE MODE.
CLOTHING:
EMPLOYEE MU3T WEAR APPROPRIATE PROTECTIVE (IMPERVIOUS) CLOTHING AND EGUIrMENT
TO PREVENT REPEATED OR FROLONGED SKIN CONTACT _ITH THIS SUgSTANCE.
GLCVES:
EMF-LOYEE MUST WEAR APFROPRIATE PROTECTIVE _LOVES TO PREVENT CONTACT _TH TH_S
SUgSTANCE.
EYE FROTECTION:
E_L_YEE MUST _EAR SF'LAS_-FROOF _R _UST-RES_ST._NT SAFETY 3_LE3 TO FREVENT
EYE CONTACT WiTH TH_S SU_STA_CE.
AUTHORIZED - OCC_F'ATIONAL HEALTH SE_ViCE_ ZNC,








MATERT_L SAFETY DATA SH_ _ _C1437_ 50 2
J
FISHER SCIENTIFIC _MER@ENCY CONTACT:
CHEMICAL DIVISION @ASTON L. PILLORI
I REA@ENT LANE (20_) 79b-7100









MOLECULAR FORMULA: CZ-H3-CL3 MOL WT: 133.41
CERCLA RATINFS (SCALE 0-3): HEALTH-L FIRE=O REACTIVITY=2 F'ERSISTENCE=3
NFPA RATINGS (SCALE 0-': HEALTH-3 FIRE-1 REACTIVITY=I
COMPONENTS AND CONTAMINANTS
C_MF'ONEN ": I,i, Z-TR _CHI_OROETHANE F'EF'CENT: _95
COMPONENT: INHIBITOR TO F'REVENT CORROSION OF METALS F'ERCE_:T: <5
OTHER CONTAMINANTS: NONE
_XF_S_R_ LIMIT:
TS:D FFM C_HA T_A
_50 FF'M _C3_H T_; ¢50 AC31H STEL
_50 PF'M NIOSH RECOM;.IENDED 15 MINUTE C_iLIN3
PHYSICAL DATA
DESC=IF'TION: COLORLESS LI@UID WITH A MILD CHLOROFORM-LIKE ODOR.
BOILING POINT: 165 F (74 C) MELTING POINT: -_6 F.(-32 C)
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: I._ EVAPORATION RATE: {CCL4=Z) I TTE
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: 0.44% VAPOR DFNSITY: 4.6
VAPOR PRESSURE: I00 MMHG @ 20 C ODOR-]HRESHOLD: 20-100 PPM
OTHER SOLVENTS (SOLVENT - SOLUBILITY):
ACET3NE, BENZENEj COL4, METHAN_L_ _ND ETHER.
FIRE AND EXIM.OSInN DATA
_.': I,:: FC'¢oR,'!I,,ALI'F,¢' .._,'
7
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FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD
NEGLIGIBLE FIRE HAZARD AND EXPLOSION HAZARD WHEN EXPOSED TO HEAT OR FLAME.
FLASH POINT: NONFLAMMABLE UPPER EXPLOSION LIMIT: 10.5%
LOWER E::PLOSION LIMIT: S.0% AUTOIGNITION TEMP.: 998 F (537 C)
FLAMMIBILITY CLASS (OSHA): IlIA
, F IREFIGHTING MEDIA:
DRY CHEMICAL, CARBON DIOXIDE OR HALON
(1987 EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDEBOOK, DOT P 5800.4).
FOR LARGER FIRES, USE WATER .SPRAY, FOG OR STANDARD FOAP,
(1987 EMERGENCY RESF'ONSE GUIDEBOOK, DOT P 5800.4).
FIREFIGHTING:
STAY AWAY FROM STORAGE TANK ENDS. COOL CONTAINERS EXPOSED TO FLAMES WITH WATER
FROM SIDE UNTIL WELL AFTER FIRE IS OUT (1987 EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDEBOOK,
DOT P 5800.4, GUIDE PAGE 74).
TOXICITY
--"/G,'I,/M.-./!O"_.N"i,"J_ALAT'-ON-r'IANLCLO; !000 PPM _N_LAT._ON-RAT LC ____; ....._r,-r)r)r_S/_:'_
C-._L-RAT LDSC'I li'_,;OORaL-MOUSE LDSO; MUTACENIC DATA (RTECS); -_-F=._DUCTIVE
--FF..-CTSDATA" (R,_'S); INDEFINITE ANIMAL C_.RCINOGEN (IARC). DATA AVAILA_L--_ DO
_r_T F-"RMIT EVALUATION OF CARC!NOGENiCITY GF I,I,I-TRICHLORG--'T_AN-_ TO ._E MAD-.
Z_I,I-TRICHLgR_-'_T_AN-- IS A SKiK IRRITANT AND CENTRAL N-_.ERVOUSSYST-M
-----=_-_-2_ANT,EXFCSURE _AY _,_._ITATE T_-Z EY--S AND MUC,3US _--:;:-.,RA,_--S.P._IS_N:r,J3 :_._Y
:,F,--:_'C'C T_,":CA_i "_.... '" "'.V-o_,.._A.",._'fST-M AND LIv-R ALC.3HOLZC __EV--RA_ES _AY [N_-_NCZ
T_E SYSTEMIC E,--FECT_.
FEALTH EFFECTS AND FIRST AID
:_ALATI_N:
NARCOTIC. I000 PPM IS IMMEDIATELY DANGEROUS TO LIFE AND HEALTH.
ACUTE EXPOSURE- INDIVIDUALS EXF'OSED TO 900-1000 PPM FOR 20 MINUTES
EXPERIENCED LIGHT-HEADEDNESS, INCOORDINATION, AND IMPAIRED
EGUILI_RIUM. EXPOSURE TO A HIGHER CONCENTRATIONS OF EXTINDED
PERIODS OF TIME MAY CAUSE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSION
WITH DIZZINESS, INCOORDINATION DROWSINESS, INCREASEO
.. REACTION TIME, UNCONSCIOUSNESS, AND DEATH. "SUDDEN DEATHS"
MAY OCCUR DUE TO SENSITIZATION OF THE MYOCARDIUM TO
EPINEPHRINE. (CAUSING CARDIAC ARRYTHMIA). DEATH MAY ALSO BE
CAUSED BY ASPHYXIA DU_ TO THE REDUCTION IN OXYGEN AGAILABLE
FOR BREATHING. AT EXTREMELY HIGH CONCENTRATIONS, LIVER AND
KIDNEY INJURY MAY OCCUR. REPEATED EXPOSURE TO THE POINT OF
ANESTHESIA MAY CAUSE REVERSIBLE HEPATITIS (ANIMAL).
CHRONIC EXPOSURe- IN EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS, LIVER AND KIDNEY DAMAGE HAVE BFTN
MINIMAL. GEE ANIMAL MUTAGENIC AND REPRODUCTIVE EFFECTS
REFERENCES IN TOXICITY SECTION. AT 1000 TO 10,000 PFM:
25-36
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S-MONTH EXPOSURES OF _NIMALS CAUSED SOME PATHOLOGIC _
CHANSES IN THE LIVER_ AND LUNGS OF SOP_ SPECIES. WHEN
REPEATED, REDUCED TO 500 PPI_s PATHOLOGIC CHANGES WERE [
ELIMATED, BUT THERE WAS SOME GROWTH LOSS. i_
FIRST AID- R_qOVE FROM EXPOSURE AREA TO FRESH AIR IMMEDIATELY, IF BREATHING I
HAS STOPPED. GIVE ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION. IF BREATHING WITH I
DIFFICULTYm GIVE gXYGEN. REMOVE ANY CONTAMIK_TED CLOTHING. DO NOT I
GIVE EPINEPHRINE (ADRENALIN). KEF.J:' AFFECTEJ) PF.RSON WARM _,ND AT _
REST. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IMMEDIATELY.
SKIN CONTACT:
IRRITANT.
ACUTE EXPOSURE- CONTACT WITH THE LIQUID MAY CAUSE IMMEDIATE IRRITATION AND
REDNESS. THE SUBSTANCE CAN BE ABSORBED TO A MODERATE DEGREE
PRODUCING SYSTEMIC EFFECTS OF DIZZINESS_ H_ADACHE,
INCOORDINATION, AND DROWSINESS.
CHRONIC EXPOSURE- REPEATED FKIN CONTACT MAY PRODUCE A DRY, SCALY, FISSURED
DERMATITIS DUE TO THE DEFATTING PROPERTIES OF THE LIQUID.
SEE ANIMAL MUTAGENIC AND REPRODUCTIVE REFERENCES IN
TOXICITY SECTION.
FIRST AID- REMOVE CONTAMINATED CLOTHING AND SHOES IMMEDIATELY. WASH AFFECTED
AREA WITH SOAP OR MILD DETERGENT AND LARGE AMOUNTS OF WATER UNTIL NO




ACUTE EXPOSURE- _:_H VAPO_ CONCENTRAT!0NS (eO0-1000 PPM) MAY CAUSE
I_R!TAT:0N AND REDD_ESS. DIRECT CONTACT OF T_E LIQUID MAY
C_U_ TE!q?35ARY INJURY WITH COMPLETE RECOVERY EXPECTED IN
_3 _CURS. D_RECT AFF'L!CATION T3 T_E EYES 0F F_!TS _A_
C_L'_ED CONJU_CT:V_L _R!TATION_ B_T NO C_E_L _:_E.
CHRONIC EXPOSURE- NO EFFECTS _N_N iN HUMANS.
FIRST AID- WASH EYES I:qMED_ATELY WITH LARGE AMOUNTS CF WATER, OCCASIONALLY
LIFTING THE UPPER AND LOWER LIDS, UNTIL NO EVIDENCE OF ChEMiCAL
REMAINS (APPROXIMATELY 10-20 MINUTES). GET MEDICAL ATTENTION.
INGESTION:
N_RCOTIC.
ACUTE EXF'OSU_E- SYMPTGHS PROGRESS THROUGH HEADACHE, DIZZINESS, NAUSEA,
FAINTING_ RESPIRATORY DEPRESSION, HYPOTENSION, ARRHYTHMIAS,
AND UNCONSCIOUSNESS. LIVER AND KIDNEY DAMAGE MAY OCCUR.
THE ADULT FATAL DOSE IS ESTI:_ATED TO BE 5 ML.
FIRST AID- GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IMMEDIATELY. IF MEDICAL ATTENTION IS NOT
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE, AND IF VICTIM IS CONSCIOUS, ATTEMPT TO INDUCE
VOMITING BY TOUCHING FINGER TO BACK OF THROAT.
REACTIVITY SECTION
REACTIVITY:
STABLE UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS. REACTS VZu_.ENTLY '..!ITS4ALKALI, EARTH-ALKALINE,
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!AND WITH VARIOUS RETAL POWDERS. TIlE SUBSTANCE CAN BE HYDROLYZED BY WATER TO
FORM HYDROCHLORIC ACID AND ACETIC ACID. THE SUISTANCE WILL REACT WITH STRON6
CAUSTICSp SUCH AS CAUSTIC SODA OR CAUSTIC POTASH TO FORM FL.RMMABLE OR
EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL, AN INHIBITOR IS REGRJIRED TO PREVENT THE CORROSION OF
METALS.
INCOHPATIBILITIES:
ACETONE • _¢_SE; EXPLOSION.
LZOUID OXYGEN + IGNITION SOURCEs EXPLOSION.
SODIUM-_CTASSIUM ALLOY + LIQUID OXYGEN WITH AN ENERGY SOURCE: EXPLOSION,
STRONG OXIDIZERS= VIOLENT REAC_ @N.
STRONG CAUSTICS= VIOLENT REACTION.
CHEMICALLY ACTIVE METALS (ALUMINUM POWDER, SODIUM, POTASSIUM, MAGNESIUM
POWDER): VIOLENT REACTION.
NATURAL RIJBBER: DECOMPOSES.
SODIUM: SPONTANEOUSLY FL_4PL_BLE COMPOUND FORMED.
SODIUM HYDROXIDE: SPONTANEOUSLY FLAMMABLE COMPOUND FORMED.
NITROGEN TETRAOXIDE: EXPLODES.
DECOMPOSITION:
THE SUBSTANCE WILL DECOMPOSE AT HIGH TEMPERATURES UPON CONTACT WITH HOT METAL
OR UNDER ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION TO PRODUCE TOXIC AND CORROSIVE GASES SUCH AS




_AZ_ _OUS POLYMERIZATION HAS NOT BEEN REPORTED TO OCCUR UNDER NORMAL
TEmPErATURES AN_ PRESSURES.
CONDITION3 TO AV0!D
;'-'Y_'.J'-,N_UT 9CES NOT 13:qiTE READ:LY. CGNT_iNER MAY EXF'L0._- IN h'FAT _r_-FIT-.
_,C'D ULTRAVIDL--T RADIAT'ON. AV0_D 0FEN FLAT_ES, WELD;NO ARCS OR OT:-iE._H'3H
T-._F-RATLJR-" SOURCES, WHICH INDUCE THERMAL DECG_FOS!TIGN OR EXPLOSION. AVOID
A:jTC i3N IT I_N TE_,FERATURE, 537 C.
it
L
SF'ILLS AND LEAKS ',
OCCUF AT iGNAL-SP ILL :
S_UT OFF IGNITION SOURCES. STOP LEAK IF YOU CAN DO IT WITHOUT RISK. FOR SMALL
LIGUID SPILLS, TAKE UP WITH SAND, EARTH OR OTHER ABSORBENT MATERIAL. FOR I
,, LARGER SPILLS, DIKE FAR AHEAD OF SPILL FOR LATER DISPOSAL. NO SMOKING, FLAMES ;




PROVIDE LOCAL EXHAUST VENTILATION SYSTEM TO MEET PUBLISHED EXPOSURE LIMITS.
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rRESPIRATOR:




10OO PFI'I- SEL.F-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARAI"_ WITH A FULL FACEPIECE
OPERATED IN PRESSURE-DEMAND OR OTHER POSITIVE-PRESSURE MODE,
OR EQUIVILF_NT RESPIRATOR.
ESCAPE- ANY ESCAPE SEt.F-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS,
FIREFIGHTING- SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS WITH A FULL FACF-.PIECE
OPERATED IN PRESSURE-DEMAND OR OTHER POSITIVE PRESSURE MODE.
CLOTHING:
EMPLOYEE MUST WEAR APPROPRIATE PROTECTIVE (IMPERVIOUS) CLOTHING AND EOUIPMENT
TO" PREVENT ANY POSSIBILITY OF SKIN CONTACT WITH THIS SUBSTANCE.
GLPVES:
EMPLOYEE MUST WEAR APPROPRIATE PROTECTIVE GLOVES TO PREVENT CONTACT WITH THIS
SUBSTANCE.
EYE PROTECTION:
_ _ EMPLOYEE MUST WEAR SPLASH-PROOF OR DUST-RESiSTANT _AFETY GOGGLES AND A
FACESHIELD TO PREVENT CONTACT WITH THIS SUBSTANCE.
_HE_E THERE IS ANY POSSi_ILiTY THAT AN EMF'LOYEE'S EYES MAY 9E EXPOSED TO
T_IS S_T_NCE, THE EM_'LOYER SHALL F_OViDE AN EYE-WASH FOUNTAIN WITHIN THE
:_MEDI_TE wO_ A_A FOR EMER3ENCY USE.
AUTHC,RIZE_ - F.',Sh'E_ SC."-"NTIFZC
T_E _.=.C'JE I_F_R_AT:CN '5 BEL'_EvEO TO BE _CCU,_ATE A._D REF'REBENTS ThE BEBT
:'<,--::::'"TS3;'J CU-_.:.E:_TLY _v"-IL___LE TO US. _O".'EVE._, WE MA,_:'ENO '_A.=.:F.¢I';TY CF
;-'E._C:mA;;T;I:ILITY OR ANY 0Ti-_ER ;;ARRA,_TY, EXF_'ES._E3 CR I,_F'L:ED, :-;ITH ,_E-3F'ECT TO
_:JCH ;.',;-C_,'_AT'CN,A,_3 _E ASSUME NO LIAgILITY RESULTING F;,_M iTS USE. U_ERS
-2.'-_OL:L_HAKE THEI_ Q_,_NINVESTI3ATIO_S TO DETERS'lINE THE SUiTAbILITY CF TFE
irJ_:O._dAT:,ONFO._ THEIR PARTICULAR PURPOSES.
CREATION DATE: 05/15/B5 REVISION DATE: 07/16/87
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SUMMARY AND K£Y ISSUES IDENTIFICATION
by
Session 3 Chairman: Richard Tyson





, Sesslo.n3 presentations addressed various chemical and contamination detection 't
methods currently under study, under development, and those used in induz.'xy. In a
general overview of chemical detection, several existing detection devices were shown
along with their specifications and capabilities. Applications of MS/MS technology for
Space Station internal contamination detection was addressed by Teledyne CME. A
presentation on the applications of fiber optics technology for chemical containment
detectors discussed Rarnam scattering, fluorescence-based optrodes, absorbance-based pH
sensors, organochloride optrodes, remote fiber optics spectroscopy, general categories of
fioers, a_,dbending losses and other limitations. Another presentation on particulate
- detection technology discussed optical particle counters, condensation nucleation counters,
- electrical aerosol analyzers, electrostatic precipitators, a cascade impactor, aerodynamic¢.
particle sizers, and a summary of optical, electrical, and mechanical detector methods.
Also, overviews of both the Space Station Freedom life sciences glovebox and mater':als
processing glovebox were given. These presentatio,s touched lightly on glovebox
contamination control systems, potential hazardous materials, and material handling issues
attecting design. A presentati.on on USL chemical hazard remediation addressed the
"" objectives of th_ PMMS, USL chemical storage, USL chemical handling, USL chemical
isolation, USL waste h,',.ndlingrequirements, r,otentially hazardous operations in the USL,
hazard remediason approach, criteria for USL experiment ma,e,rials screening, development
of USL material classification and waste remedi3tion techniques, PMMS approach to
_ ha,:diing hazardous chemicals, rack-level waste handling methodology, and personal ,
protective equipment. A presentation on the _afety practices of ground-based electronic 1
crystal growth discussed considerations in selection of facility, equipment, and personnel. !
t
Facilir,' safety, equipment safety, _rsonnel protection, and training were also addressed in
: this presentation. A presentation aadressing the importance of biological systems in
treatment discussed treatment methods for toxic chemicals in water, soil, sediment, and
• . sludge. Among the methods discussed we_'e: microbi_.lreduction of metals, bacterial
reduction of m_tals, sulfate redt,ction, solubility of metal :,!tides, and filtration methods. :
A presentauo_ on exhaust gas conditioning equipmentand technology addressed issues of *"
growing concerns, causes of fires at semiconductor plants, ant' central conditioning
methods and equipment. The last presev.tation in Session 3 discussed reactive bed plasma
systems for contamination control. This method addressed phosgene decomposition,
benze'ae decomposition, and aerosol removal mechanisms.
I
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1. Combining all wastes into one pipeline or tank is a concept thathas been abandoned on
' the ground. Ground systems similar to me needs of Space Station Freedom use
dedicated treatment and processing at each facility location. Combining wastes may
create _,o muchof anexplosion potenual.
2. Development of a hazardous materials classification system that astronauts can quickly
and easily use in emergency situations needs to be implemented early in the Space
Stationprogram.
3. Applying biological systems for combating waste treatment in the _pace Station
modules s ,,'ned to be a new idea for many of the attendees. Comments suggested that
this method be investigated for applic,_tionto the Station.
4. The Space Station Program shoLdd fully utilize existing technology and where no
existing technology meets all the requirements, new technology should be develeped
and men shared with the ground-basedindustrialand scientific communities.
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